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Abstract: We examine how the evaluation of research studies in economics depends on whether a study yielded

a null result. Studies with null results are perceived to be less publishable, of lower quality, less important, and

less precisely estimated than studies with large and statistically significant results, even when holding constant

all other study features, including the sample size and the precision of the estimates. The null result penalty

is of similar magnitude among PhD students and journal editors. The penalty is larger when experts predict a

large effect and when statistical uncertainty is communicated with p-values rather than standard errors. Our

findings highlight the value of pre-results review.
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1 Introduction

The scientific method is characterised by researchers testing hypotheses with empirical evidence (Popper,

1934). Evidence accumulates with the publication of studies in scientific journals. Scientific progress thus

requires a well-functioning publication system that evaluates research studies without bias. However, the

publication system may favour research studies reporting large and statistically significant results over re-

search papers documenting small results that are not statistically significant (Greenwald, 1975; Simonsohn

et al., 2014a; Camerer et al., 2016). Selection of this type can lead to biased estimates and misleading confidence

sets in published studies (Andrews and Kasy, 2019) and has led to a call for changes to the publication system

(Nosek et al., 2012; Kasy, 2021; Miguel, 2021; Camerer et al., 2019).

In this paper, we investigate whether researchers penalize studies with null results, what mechanisms can

explain the presence of a null result penalty, and potential ways to mitigate the extent of a null result penalty. To

address these questions, we conduct an experiment with about 500 researchers recruited from the leading top

200 economics departments in the world, of which about 20% have editorial experience at scientific journals.

Identifying whether there is a penalty for null results is challenging as studies that obtain or do not obtain

statistically significant results might differ systematically in important dimensions. For instance, studies that

obtain statistically non-significant results might have lower statistical power and less precise estimates, leading

to large confidence intervals. To study whether there is a penalty for null results, we, therefore, rely on an

experimental approach that holds all other study characteristics constant, including the statistical precision

of the estimates. We present participants with four hypothetical vignettes that are based on actual research

studies but modified for the purposes of the experiment. For each of the vignettes, we randomize whether

the point estimate of the main treatment effect was sizable and statistically significant or close to zero and

not statistically significant. To fix the statistical precision of estimates, we keep the standard error of the main

finding constant across treatments.

To examine whether a potential penalty for null results depends on the communication of the statistical

uncertainty of the main result, we cross-randomize at the respondent level whether the statistical precision of

the main finding is communicated in terms of p-values or the standard error of the estimate. To study how

the evaluation of research studies depends on expert priors, we cross-randomize whether the vignette includes
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expert forecasts of the treatment effect. For vignettes including expert forecasts, we further randomize whether

the experts predict a large and statistically significant effect or a small and not statistically significant effect.

Finally, to obfuscate the purpose of the experiment, we further cross-randomize a series of other salient study

characteristics, including the seniority of the research team and their university affiliations.

Our main outcome of interest are beliefs about the publishability of the research studies. We elicit these

beliefs by asking respondents how likely they think it is that the study in question would be published in a

specific journal. We cross-randomize at the vignette level whether the journal in question is a general-interest

journal or a field journal. To examine mechanisms, we further elicit personal beliefs about the quality and

importance of the study as well as beliefs about other researchers’ evaluation of the quality and importance

of the study. We measure first-order beliefs to understand participants’ private assessment of the research

studies—irrespective of how other researchers and editors may evaluate such studies. The data on second-

order beliefs furthermore allows us to examine whether there is a wedge between personal beliefs and the

perceived beliefs of other researchers in the field.

We document that studies with a null result are perceived to be less publishable, of lower quality, and

of lower importance than studies with statistically significant results even when holding constant all other

study features, including the statistical precision of estimates. Specifically, our respondents associate null re-

sult studies with a 14.1 percentage point (or 24.9%) lower chance of being published (95% C.I. [-16.2,-11.9];

p < 0.001) as well as 37.3% of a standard deviation lower quality (95% C.I. [-49.6,-25]; p < 0.001) and 32.5% of

a standard deviation lower importance (95% C.I. [-43,-21.9]; p < 0.001). Our respondents also think that other

researchers would associate studies that yield a null result with 46% of a standard deviation lower quality

(95% C.I. [-58.1,-33.8]; p < 0.001) and 41.7% of a standard deviation (95% C.I. [-52.6,-30.7]; p < 0.001) lower

importance. The effect size on beliefs about others’ assessments of null results in terms of quality and impor-

tance is thus slightly larger than the effect on their personal assessments, suggesting some degree of pluralistic

ignorance—that is, the phenomenon of people incorrectly believing that their peers hold different beliefs than

themselves—about how negatively other researchers evaluate null results.
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The null result penalty is of similar magnitude for various subgroups of researchers, from PhD students to

journal editors1 This suggests that the null result penalty is not an artifact of inexperience with the publica-

tion process itself. Rather, we find that even highly cited researchers and editors of scientific journals perceive

studies with null results to be less publishable, of lower quality, and less important. The fact that we find a null

result penalty among journal editors is particularly noteworthy since editors observe the referee recommen-

dations and editorial decisions for a substantial number of papers and should thus hold more accurate beliefs

about the existence and magnitude of a null result penalty. Finally, the null result penalty robustly emerges

in each of the vignettes presented to participants and is of similar magnitude for vignettes describing research

studies with varying degrees of statistical power.

A longstanding concern in the academic community is that an excessive focus on p-values could amplify

problems related to the replicability of scientific findings (Wasserstein and Lazar, 2016; Camerer et al., 2016).

To examine the potential role of how we communicate statistical uncertainty in research studies, we examine

heterogeneity in treatment effects by whether respondents were given information about the p-value or the

standard error of the main estimate presented in the vignettes. We find that the negative effect on the perceived

probability of being published is somewhat larger when the main results are reported with p-values (95% C.I.

[-10,-0.4]; p = 0.032). Moreover, reporting results with p-values instead of the standard error further leads

our respondents to associate a null result study with 29.6% of a standard deviation lower quality (95% C.I.

[-56.5,-2.8]; p = 0.03) and also makes them think that other researchers will associate the study with 28.6% of a

standard deviation lower quality (95% C.I. [-56.4,-0.8]; p = 0.044).

The null result penalty can lead to biased estimates and misleading confidence sets in published stud-

ies (Andrews and Kasy, 2019). However, deciding on which findings should be published is a normative

question. A null result penalty might be optimal depending on the social objective function underlying the

publication process. For example, researchers might think that the publication process favours a criterion

based on policy relevance over the objective of unbiased inference from published results. To the best of our

knowledge, Frankel and Kasy (2022) are the only ones to propose an operationalisation of policy relevance

1The results remain virtually identical when re-weighting our sample to be representative of the underlying population of researchers.
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grounded in economic theory. In their model, policy relevance is maximized by selectively publishing studies

with surprising findings relative to the prior in the literature.2

To test whether this can explain our results, we examine heterogeneity in treatment effects by whether

the null result is in line with expert forecasts. First, we find that the null result penalty is unchanged when

respondents additionally receive an expert forecast predicting a null result rather than not receiving an expert

forecast. Second, we find that the negative effect of null results on publishability is even aggravated when

a null result is at odds with expert forecasts: Respondents evaluate a study with a null result as having a

further 6.4 percentage points lower chance of being published (95% C.I. [-11.6,-1.2]; p = 0.016). These patterns

are inconsistent with the conjecture that respondents believe that the publication process favours research

findings with surprising results.

Finally, we conduct an additional experiment with early career researchers in which we test whether indi-

viduals perceive studies with null results as less precisely estimated even when these studies have the same

objective statistical precision as studies with larger and statistically significant effects. We employ the same

vignettes as in the main experiment, but replace the questions about quality and importance with a question

about the perceived precision of the main result. PhD students and early career researchers associate studies

with null results with 19.8 percentage point (or 32.5%) lower chance of being published (95% C.I. [-24.3,-15.2];

p < 0.001). Furthermore, they associate studies with null results with a 126.7% of a standard deviation lower

precision (95% C.I. [-155.2,-98.2]; p < 0.001). Given that we fixed respondents’ beliefs about the standard error

of the treatment effect, this finding is inconsistent with Bayesian explanations of learning about unobservables

and instead suggests that researchers may use simple heuristics to assess the statistical precision of findings.

Indeed, some researchers may erroneously equate statistical significance with statistical precision.

Our study relates to a growing literature on the publication process (Frankel and Kasy, 2022; Kasy, 2019;

Card and DellaVigna, 2013; Card et al., 2020; Card and DellaVigna, 2020; Ersoy and Pate, 2021) and in particular

publication bias (Brodeur et al., 2016; Franco et al., 2014; Ioannidis, 2005; Brodeur et al., 2020; Gerber and Malho-

tra, 2008; Dwan et al., 2008; Blanco-Perez and Brodeur, 2020).3 This literature has examined the extent to which

null results are less likely to be published (Simonsohn et al., 2014a). Brodeur et al. (2016) study the distribution

2Abadie (2020) shows that failure to reject a null hypothesis is very informative in many settings.
3A related literature has examined the replicability of research findings (Camerer et al., 2016, 2018; Open Science Collaboration, 2015;

Klein et al., 2014, 2018; Simonsohn et al., 2014a,b) and has discussed research transparency efforts (Christensen et al., 2019).
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of p-values in published papers. Their accounting exercise showcases a missing mass of p-values between

0.25 and 0.10 and an excess mass just below the 0.05 significance threshold, consistent with either researchers

selectively reporting research findings or studies with marginally significant results being favoured in the peer

review system. Brodeur et al. (2021) show that initial submissions display significant bunching in p-values,

suggesting the abnormal distribution among published statistics is at least in part a result of researchers being

selective in terms of which findings to write up and submit for publication. Yet, Brodeur et al. (2021) also show

that reviewer recommendations are affected significantly by statistical thresholds, consistent with marginally

significant results being favoured in the peer review system.4

We contribute to this literature by studying mechanisms underlying publication bias in tightly controlled,

large-scale experiments with hypothetical vignettes, circumventing the potential confound that studies that

obtain large and statistically significant results might be systematically different from studies with small and

not statistically significant results. This approach allows us to flexibly control for a variety of study features,

specifically to hold constant issues related to the selection of papers up until the submission stage and to iden-

tify a null result penalty conditional on papers being submitted for publication. We also examine mechanisms

underlying the null result penalty with rich data on how null results shape perceptions of the quality, impor-

tance, and precision of the studies. Our finding that studies with null results are perceived to be more noisily

estimated suggests some role for errors in statistical reasoning in explaining the null result penalty.

Our work also relates to a literature on the adoption of editorial policies aiming to promote research trans-

parency and to reduce publication bias (Christensen and Miguel, 2018; Dufwenberg et al., 2014; Nosek et al.,

2015; Miguel et al., 2014), such as the effect of editorial statements emphasizing the potential merit of scientific

studies irrespective of the statistical significance of their main empirical estimates (Blanco-Perez and Brodeur,

2020). Our experimental approach allows us to study additional, potential measures to mitigate the null result

penalty, such as providing expert forecasts and expressing statistical uncertainty in terms of standard errors

rather than p-values.

4The influence of null results on the publishability of studies has also been examined in medicine and other social sciences, though not
with a focus on uncovering the mechanisms behind a null result penalty. Emerson et al. (2010) and Elson et al. (2020) examine publication
bias using audit studies with medical scientists and psychologists, respectively. Berinsky et al. (2021) employ conjoint experiments with a
sample of political scientists, focusing on publication biases in the context of replication studies.
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Finally, our paper relates to a descriptive literature on the beliefs and reasoning of academic experts (DellaV-

igna and Pope, 2018; Andre et al., 2022b; Andre and Falk, 2021; Casey et al., 2012; Andre et al., 2022a; Dreber

et al., 2015) and policymakers (Vivalt and Coville, 2020, 2019; Hjort et al., 2021). We assess how academic

economists’ perceptions of the publishability, quality, importance, and precision of research studies hinge on

the results of the study.

Our paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 describes the sample and the experimental design. In Section

3, we present the main results, and heterogeneous treatment effects. We present evidence on mechanisms in

Section 4. Section 5 examines the robustness of our results. Finally, Section 6 discusses the implications of our

findings for the publication system and the production of research.

2 Experimental design and data

2.1 Sample

In April and May 2022, we invited 14,087 academic researchers in the field of economics affiliated with one of

the top 200 institutions according to RePEc (as of March 2022) to participate in a 10-minute online survey. We

chose to send out only one invitation email without any subsequent reminder emails. While reminder emails

could have increased the overall response rate, we decided not to send more than one invitation email in light

of the increasing popularity of expert surveys and the overall burden imposed on researchers by receiving

invitation emails. In total, 480 researchers follow our invitation and complete the online survey, implying an

overall response rate of 3.4%.

Table 1 provides relevant summary statistics for this sample of academic experts. Reflecting imbalances

in the wider profession, our sample is not gender-balanced with a male share of 78.0%. 24.4% of our respon-

dents are PhD students. Respondents with a PhD in our sample graduated 14.8 years ago on average (as of

2022). In line with most top 200 economics departments being located in Europe and North America, the large

majority of our respondents are based at institutions in Europe (54.4%) and North America (40.6%). Many

of our respondents have substantial experience as both producers and evaluators of academic research. Our

respondents have on average 1.3 research articles published in one of the “top five” economics journals. Their
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work is also highly cited. The average (median) h-index among our respondents with a Google Scholar profile

is 17.2 (11.5). Furthermore, their average (median) total citations are 4,348.3 (845.5). Our respondents have

on average refereed for 1.2 of the top five economics journals. Furthermore, sizable fractions of our respon-

dents are currently an editor (7.2%) or an associate editor (12.7%) of a scientific journal. Our respondents also

have experience in different subfields of economics, including labor economics (21.1%), econometrics (14.1%),

development economics (17.9%), political economy (16.7%), finance (10.5%), behavioural economics (9.1%),

macroeconomics (14.1%), and theory (6.7%). These summary statistics underscore that our sample is diverse

and contains a large fraction of highly experienced researchers with substantial academic impact in the field of

economics. The large diversity in terms of both research fields, academic output, and experience with research

evaluation mitigates concerns about external validity.

For a subset of characteristics, we are also able to present averages for the underlying sampling population

of all researchers affiliated with one of the top 200 institutions according to RePEc (as of March 2022) thanks

to data by Andre and Falk (2021). As shown in Table 1, the comparison to the population averages indicates

that respondents in our sample are relatively more senior and experienced with the publication process (as

evidenced by holding an editorial position or acting as a repeated top five referee) than the average researcher

in the overall sampling frame. Moreover, the share of respondents who are based in Europe exceeds the

population average (mostly at the expense of researchers based in North America). While our sample is thus

not perfectly representative of the sample frame, the availability of population averages for the underlying

sampling frame allows us to examine the robustness of our analysis to re-weighting our sample to match key

moments of the sampling population.

Pre-specification The data collections were pre-registered in the AsPredicted registry (#95235 and #96599).

We pre-specified the sampling procedure, the main outcomes of interest, the main right-hand-side variable of

interest, as well as the baseline specifications. The pre-analysis plans can be found in Section F of the Online

Appendix. All of our analyses follow the pre-analysis plans unless otherwise noted.
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics

Survey sample Sampling population

Mean Median Obs. Mean Median

Demographics:
Female 0.22 477 0.24 0
Years since PhD 14.81 11 308 16.09 13
PhD student 0.24 467

Region of institution:
Europe 0.54 478 0.36 0
North America 0.41 478 0.53 1
Australia 0.03 478 0.08 0
Asia 0.02 478 0.03 0

Academic output:
H-index 17.22 11.5 328 8.83 5
Citations 4,348.34 846 328
Number of top 5 publications 1.27 462 0.34 0
Number of top 5s refereed for 1.17 397
Repeated top 5 referee 0.30 397 0.12 0

Research evaluation:
Current editor 0.07 443 0.03 0
Current associate editor 0.13 441
Ever editor 0.15 444
Ever associate editor 0.19 441

Professional memberships:
NBER affiliate 0.08 454
CEPR affiliate 0.17 451

Academic fields:
Labor 0.21 418
Public 0.13 418
Development 0.18 418
Political 0.17 418
Finance 0.11 418
Experimental 0.06 418
Behavioral 0.09 418
Theory 0.07 418
Macro 0.14 418
Econometrics 0.14 418

Note: This table displays characteristics of the participants in the main experiment. These data are not matched with responses but
instead are externally collected from publicly available CVs (i.e., not self-reported). Section B.1 contains a description of each vari-
able. Data on the underlying sampling population was shared by Peter Andre and Armin Falk (see Andre and Falk, 2021). Section B.2
describes how our measures differ from those obtained from Andre and Falk (2021), in particular, “Years since PhD” and “H-index.”
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2.2 Design

Baseline design We created five hypothetical vignettes describing different research studies. Each vignette

is loosely based on an actual research paper in economics. We inform respondents about the hypothetical

nature of the vignettes after obtaining their consent to avoid deception. The vignettes draw on a variety

of different fields (labor, education, economic history, behavioural economics, development economics, and

household finance) and methods (randomized controlled trials, regression discontinuity design, and online

experiments). The vignette approach gives us a lot of flexibility in varying study characteristics while fixing

all other observable characteristics. A potential concern about vignette designs, however, is that respondents

might make inferences about unobservable characteristics that we do not strictly control (Haaland et al., 2023).

Table 2 provides a summary of the characteristics of the studies used for the different vignettes.

All of the vignettes follow the same structure. We first describe some background information about the

study and introduce the research question. We next outline the key features of the research design, including

details about the main treatment variation and the primary outcome of interest. For studies without a reduced

form effect of direct interest, a relevant first stage is necessary to judge the quantitative importance of the main

finding. In such cases, we provide information about the size of the first stage before presenting the main

result to respondents. Furthermore, in the context of natural research designs such as regression discontinuity

design, we also provide information about the validity of the identifying assumptions before presenting the

main result. The baseline instructions for one of the vignettes are as follows:

Background and study design: 3 Professors from Brown University conducted an RCT in Texas in

the years 2015–2019. The purpose of the RCT was to examine the effects of a randomly assigned

$8,000 merit aid program for low-income students on the likelihood of completing a bachelor’s

degree.

The researchers worked with a sample of 1,188 high school graduates from low-income, minority,

and first-generation college households. 594 of those students were randomly assigned to receive

$8,000 in merit aid for one year, while the remainder of the students did not receive any additional

aid.
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Null result treatment We next provide respondents with information on the main result of the study (ran-

domized at the respondent-vignette level): Half of the respondents are informed that the study had a main

effect close to zero (null result treatment), while the other half of respondents are informed that the study had

a sizable main effect (significant result treatment). Importantly, while we vary the point estimate between treat-

ments, we keep the sample size and the standard error of the estimates constant across treatments. Yet, we

cannot differentiate between a penalty for statistically non-significant results and a penalty for results with

coefficients close to zero. We chose to keep the precision of the estimates constant across conditions because,

all else equal, a less precise result is less informative about the effects being studied and thus less likely to be

perceived as publishable.5 We construct the standard errors such that the main effect is not statistically sig-

nificant in the null result treatment and statistically significant (at conventional significance thresholds) in the

significant result treatment.6

For instance, in the vignette on merit aid for low-income students discussed above, respondents in the null

result treatment receive the following instructions:

Main result of the study: The treatment increased the completion rate of a 4-year bachelor’s degree

by 1.1 percentage points (standard error 2.9) compared to a control mean of 17 percent.

In contrast, respondents in the significant result treatment of this vignette receive the following instructions:

Main result of the study: The treatment increased the completion rate of a 4-year bachelor’s degree

by 6.6 percentage points (standard error 2.9) compared to a control mean of 17 percent.

We randomly assign respondents to assess four of the five vignettes we designed, generating data at the

vignette-respondent level and within-respondent variation in the statistical significance of the displayed treat-

ment effect estimate. We also randomize the order of vignettes.

Expert predictions We cross-randomize at the respondent-vignette level whether we provide respondents

with expert predictions of the main treatment effect estimate, allowing us to examine whether the evaluation
5The only way to vary significance while holding the precision of the estimates fixed is to vary the point estimate of the treatment

effects. We thus have one condition with a small and not statistically significant effect and one condition with a large and statistically
significant effect. An alternative approach to vary the significance of the findings would be to keep the point estimates constant but to
vary the precision of the estimates. However, this approach is confounded by varying quality on a dimension not related to the results of
the study.

6Section C of the Online Appendix contains a full description of the data generating process that we used to generate the numerical
values for the vignette features that we vary experimentally.
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of studies with null results depends on whether the result is surprising to experts or in line with expert predic-

tions.7 Specifically, one-third of the vignettes do not include any expert forecast. For the remaining two-thirds

of the vignettes, half include a high expert forecast and half include a low expert forecast. We construct the low

and high expert forecasts such that they are close, but not identical, to the magnitude of the coefficient estimate

in the null result and significant result treatment, respectively. We also provide the standard deviation of the

expert forecast to communicate the degree of disagreement among experts. To ensure that there is scope for

substantial updating, we set the standard deviation of the expert forecasts to be two to three times the standard

error of the point estimate in each vignette.8

In the context of the vignette on merit aid for low-income students, respondents assigned to the high expert

prediction receive the following instructions:

Expert prediction: 24 experts in this literature received the control mean and the same background

and study design information as shown to you above. The experts on average predicted a treatment

effect of 5.7 percentage points. The standard deviation of the expert forecasts was 3.2.

In contrast, respondents assigned to the low expert prediction receive the following instructions:

Expert prediction: 24 experts in this literature received the control mean and the same background

and study design information as shown to you above. The experts on average predicted a treatment

effect of 0.2 percentage points. The standard deviation of the expert forecasts was 3.2.

Communication of statistical uncertainty A common view in the academic community is that an excessive

focus on p-values might amplify problems related to the replicability of scientific findings (Wasserstein and

Lazar, 2016; Camerer et al., 2016). To examine how the communication of statistical uncertainty affects the

evaluation of studies with null results, we also cross-randomize whether the statistical uncertainty of the main

finding is communicated in terms of the p-value or the standard error of the main treatment effect. To minimize

the scope for experimenter demand effects (de Quidt et al., 2018), we cross-randomized this feature between

respondents.
7Expert priors have been argued to be a potential remedy against a null result penalty and are by now increasingly used in social

science research (DellaVigna et al., 2019).
8This ensures that the findings from the study in each vignette are valuable in that they either lead to movement of the posterior mean

or a substantial reduction in the uncertainty of the posterior belief about the true effect size.
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In the context of the vignette on merit aid for low-income students, respondents assigned to the null result

treatment and cross-randomized to the p-value treatment receive the following instructions:

Main result of the study: The treatment increased the completion rate of a 4-year bachelor’s degree

by 1.1 percentage points (p-value = 0.73) compared to a control mean of 17 percent.

In contrast, respondents in the null result treatment cross-randomized to the standard error treatment receive

the following instructions:

Main result of the study: The treatment increased the completion rate of a 4-year bachelor’s degree

by 1.1 percentage points (standard error 2.9) compared to a control mean of 17 percent.

Obfuscation treatments We further cross-randomize two additional features for each vignette. First, we

vary the seniority of the researchers conducting the study. Respondents assessing a given vignette are either

informed that the study was carried out by a group of professors or a team of PhD students. Second, we vary

the rank of the institution to which the researchers conducting the study are affiliated (shown in Panel E of

Table 2). The obfuscation treatments are featured at the beginning of each vignette to increase their salience.

The main purpose of these cross-randomized conditions is to obfuscate the study purpose to reduce con-

cerns about experimenter demand and social desirability bias (Haaland et al., 2023). This additional within-

respondent variation substantially increases the difficulty of correctly guessing the true purpose of our research

study as respondents only observe variation in vignette features for a relatively small number of vignettes. For

instance, by making the university affiliation and the seniority of the research team salient, respondents could

have guessed that we wanted to study discrimination against younger researchers or researchers from lower-

ranked institutions in the publication process.9 Furthermore, on top of the benefits from obfuscation, both

conditions provide us with an opportunity to investigate the extent to which there are heterogeneous treatment

effects of the null results treatment and to test whether respondents paid attention to the instructions.

Summary of factorial design Figure 1 presents an overview of the factorial design. Our full factorial design

consists of five different factors: the variation in the style in which statistical uncertainty is communicated
9To keep the survey below 10 minutes, we did not include any open-ended questions about the study purpose at the end of the survey.
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Figure 1: Overview of the factorial design

Respondent

Standard error framing (50%) P-value framing (50%)

Randomly draw 4 of 5 vignettes

Randomize at the
respondent-vignette level

Null result (50%) Significant result (50%)

Field journal (50%) General interest journal (50%)

Higher-ranked university (50%) Lower-ranked university (50%)

Professors (50%) PhD students (50%)

vs. 

vs. 

vs.

vs.  

No expert
forecast (33%)

Low expert
forecast (33%)

High expert
forecast (33%)vs.  vs.  

Secondary outcome: Quality (50%)

Main outcome: Publishability

Secondary outcome: Importance (50%)

Note: This figure presents an overview of the factorial design, including the between-subject randomization of the
scientific communication treatment (standard errors vs. p-value framing) and the between-subject randomization of
secondary outcomes (first- and second-order perceptions of quality vs importance). The figure also presents the ran-
domization of vignette features at the respondent-vignette level. The respondent-vignette level randomization includes
five factors: statistical significance (2 levels), type of journal (2 levels), rank of the university that the researcher team
is affiliated with (2 levels), seniority of the researcher team (2 levels), and the presence and magnitude of expert fore-
casts (3 levels). In the mechanism experiment (introduced in Section 4.3 on page 26), respondents were shown all five
hypothetical vignettes but the cross-randomization of features is otherwise identical.
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Table 2: Overview of the vignettes

Marginal effects
of merit aid for

low-income
students

Long-term
effects of equal

land sharing

Female
empowerment

program

Financial
literacy

program

Salience of
poverty and

patience

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Panel A: General information

Fields Labor,
Education

Economic
History

Behavioural,
Labor,

Development

Development,
Household

Finance

Behavioural
Economics

Country USA Germany Sierra Leone India USA
Type of study RCT Regression

discontinuity
RCT RCT Online

experiment
Outcome Completion of a

4-year
Bachelor’s

degree

County income Take-up of job
offer

Any savings Choose money
now over

money later

Nature of outcome Dummy Continuous Dummy Dummy Dummy

Panel B: Numerical features

Observations 1,188 400 360 780 800
Control group mean 17.0 – 37.0 42.0 45.0
Standard error 2.9 2.4 5.0 3.8 3.5
Main effect: High 6.6 6.2 13.1 8.4 7.8
Main effect: Low 1.1 0.5 1.7 1.6 1.6
p-value: High main effect 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.03
p-value: Small main effect 0.71 0.83 0.73 0.68 0.64
MDE (% of a std., 80% power) 20% 30% 30% 20% 20%

Panel C: Expert forecasts

Number of experts 24 23 34 26 22
Prior: High mean 5.7 7.4 12.0 9.5 8.8
Prior: Low mean 0.2 1.7 0.6 2.7 2.7
Standard deviation 3.2 4.7 7.6 5.8 6.9

Panel D: Journals

Field journal JHR JEG JDE JPubEc EE
General interest journal EJ ReStud Science ReStat PNAS

Panel E: University

Higher-ranked university Brown
University

Northwestern
University

UC Berkeley Columbia
University

Harvard
University

Lower-ranked university University of
Illinois

University of
Arkansas

Boston College University of
Pittsburgh

Ohio State
University

Note: This table provides an overview of the vignettes. The abbreviations of the field journals stand for the following journals:
JHR: Journal of Human Resources, JEG: Journal of Economic Growth; Journal of Development Economics; JPubEc: Journal of
Public Economics; EE: Experimental Economics. The abbreviations of the general interest journals stand for the following jour-
nals: ReStud: The Review of Economic Studies; EJ: The Economic Journal; ReStat: Review of Economics and Statistics; Science;
PNAS: Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences.
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(two levels), the variation in the magnitude of the estimated treatment effect (two levels), the variation in the

availability and magnitude of the expert predictions (three levels), the variation in the study authors’ seniority

(two levels) and the rank of the institution with which the study authors are affiliated (two levels), that yield

2 ⇥ 2 ⇥ 3 ⇥ 2 ⇥ 2 = 48 factorial combinations. The 480 respondents in our main study complete 4 out of 5

vignettes providing us with 1,920 observations in total. We, therefore, obtain 40 observations per factorial

combination (median 40, min. 27, max. 54).

Using a clustered bootstrap procedure that resamples respondents with replacement, we estimate a mini-

mum detectable effect size of 15.6% of a standard deviation (corresponding to a 4 percentage point difference

in perceived publication chances) at 80% power in our main specification and a significance threshold of 5%.

2.3 Main outcomes

After the presentation of each vignette, we ask our respondents three questions. Our main outcome of interest

are researchers’ perceptions of the likelihood that the study would eventually be published in a given journal.

For each study, we cross-randomize whether the journal is a general interest journal or a relevant field journal

(shown in Panel D of T 2). For example, for the vignette on merit aid for low-income students, we cross-

randomize whether respondents estimate the likelihood that the paper will eventually be published in the

Economic Journal or the Journal of Human Resources.10 The exact wording of this question is as follows: “If

this study was submitted to the Economic Journal, what do you think is the likelihood that the study would

eventually be published there?” To answer this question, respondents move a slider between 0 and 100.

We then measure respondents’ personal beliefs (first-order beliefs) and beliefs about the beliefs of others

(second-order beliefs) about the quality of the research study (quality condition) or the importance of the

research study (importance condition). We measure first-order beliefs to understand participants’ private as-

sessment of the research studies—irrespective of how other researchers and editors may evaluate such studies.

The data on second-order beliefs furthermore allows us to shed light on a potential wedge between personal

beliefs and the perceived beliefs of other researchers in the field.

10To avoid anchoring responses towards the acceptance rate of each journal, we did not include information about the journal
acceptance rate in the vignettes.
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To reduce concerns about survey fatigue, we cross-randomize at the respondent level whether respondents

are asked about quality or importance. For respondents in the quality condition, we elicit respondents’ per-

ceptions of the quality of the study using a scale from 0 to 100, where 0 is “lowest possible quality” and 100

is “highest possible quality.” We measure second-order beliefs by asking each respondent to imagine that re-

searchers in this field participated in an anonymous online survey and were asked to evaluate the quality of

the study on the same 100-point scale. We then ask respondents what quality rating they would expect these

researchers to give to the study on average. For researchers in the importance condition, we elicit respondents’

perceptions of the importance of the study using a scale from 0 to 100, where 0 is “lowest possible importance”

and 100 is “highest possible importance.” We then measure beliefs about other researchers’ assessment of the

importance of the research study using a similar wording as in the quality condition.

3 Main results

3.1 Econometric specification

To estimate the effect of the null result treatment on researchers’ evaluations of the research studies presented

in our vignettes, we estimate the following pre-registered specification using OLS:

yiv = a + bnull resultiv + X0
ivg + dv + ti + #iv (1)

where “null resultiv” is a binary indicator taking value one if respondent i learns that the main treatment effect

estimate in vignette v is small in magnitude and not statistically significant, and zero otherwise; Xiv is a vector

of six binary indicators for all other cross-randomized treatment conditions; dv is a vignette fixed effect; and ti

is a respondent fixed effect. For inference, we use robust standard errors clustered at the respondent level.

When exploring heterogeneous treatment effects based on the other cross-randomized features, we follow

the pre-analysis plan and run a set of separate regressions including interaction terms between the null result

indicator and indicators ziv for other cross-randomized features once at a time. Specifically, we estimate the
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following specification to examine heterogeneous treatment effects:

yiv = a + bnull resultiv + bz ziv null resultiv + X0
ivg + dv + ti + #iv (2)

where bz captures the effect of the interaction between the null result indicator and another cross-randomized

feature, ziv. In line with the pre-registration, we exclude respondent fixed effects (ti) when examining hetero-

geneity by the p-value framing, which is varied only between respondents.

3.2 Main treatment effects

Table 3 shows the effects of the null result treatment on our main outcomes of interest. Panel A shows estimates

controlling for respondent fixed effects, while Panel B shows estimates excluding respondent fixed effects.

As shown in column 1, respondents assigned to the null result treatment indicate that the studies have a 14.1

percentage point lower probability of being published (95% C.I. [-16.2,-11.9]; p < 0.001). This effect size corre-

sponds to a 24.9% reduction in perceived publication chances. In other words, there is a substantial perceived

penalty for studies with small and non-significant results in the publication system.11

Columns 2–5 examine some of the mechanisms behind this null result penalty. As shown in column 2,

respondents in the null result treatment associate the studies with 37.3% of a standard deviation lower quality

(95% C.I. [-49.6,-25]; p < 0.001), consistent with a mechanism in which researchers broadly associate studies

that yield null results with lower quality. Furthermore, as shown in column 3, they also think that other

researchers would associate the studies with 46% of a standard deviation lower quality (95% C.I. [-58.1,-33.8];

p < 0.001). The effect size on beliefs about others’ assessments is thus slightly larger than for their personal

beliefs (p = 0.10), suggesting some form of pluralistic ignorance about the perceived quality of studies with

null results.

Columns 4 and 5 also show sizable treatment effects on the perceived importance of the studies. Respon-

dents in the null result treatment associate the studies with 32.5% of a standard deviation lower importance

(95% C.I. [-43,-21.9]; p < 0.001) and think other researchers would associate the studies with 41.7% of a standard

11Panel B of Table 3 shows that we obtain virtually identical results when excluding respondent fixed effects. In contrast to the main
specification, this specification also uses respondents who are always shown studies with null results and those always shown studies
with significant results.
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Table 3: Main results

Publishability Quality (z-scored) Importance (z-scored)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Beliefs

in percent
First-order

beliefs
Second-order

beliefs
First-order

beliefs
Second-order

beliefs

Panel A: Individual fixed effects

Null result treatment -14.058*** -0.373*** -0.460*** -0.325*** -0.417***
(1.090) (0.062) (0.062) (0.054) (0.056)

Panel B: No individual FE

Null result treatment -14.474*** -0.401*** -0.455*** -0.305*** -0.367***
(1.224) (0.069) (0.072) (0.062) (0.069)

Observations 1,920 920 920 1,000 1,000
Respondents 480 230 230 250 250

Note: The table shows regression estimates of our treatment effects on our key outcomes of interest from equation
(1). The data set is at the vignette-respondent level and contains four observations for each respondent. “Null
result treatment” is a treatment indicator taking the value one if the vignette included a low treatment effect es-
timate (a null result) and zero if it included a high treatment effect estimate. The regressions in Panel A (Panel B)
include (do not include) individual-level fixed effects. All regressions in both panels include treatment indicators
for the cross-randomized conditions in addition to vignette fixed effects.

* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors clustered at the respondent level in parentheses.

deviation lower importance (95% C.I. [-52.6,-30.7]; p < 0.001). We thus also see suggestive evidence consistent

with some pluralistic ignorance for perceptions about importance (p = 0.057), though it is important to em-

phasize that the updating about quality and importance is large and negative both for personal beliefs and the

beliefs of others.

3.3 Heterogeneity

Heterogeneity by respondent characteristics As discussed in Section 2.1, there is substantial heterogene-

ity in experience with the production and evaluation of research studies among our respondents. While not

part of the pre-analysis plan, we next analyse treatment heterogeneity by respondent characteristics. Figure

2 shows that the treatment effects are similar across different subgroups. For instance, the null result penalty

is of similar magnitude among male and female respondents. It is also of similar magnitude among experi-

enced researchers with top five publications and many citations and less experienced researchers with fewer

citations and no top five publications as well as among professors and PhD students. Furthermore, as shown

in Figure 3, we also see that the null result penalty is homogeneous across different fields of specialisation,
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including among respondents who specialize in econometrics. The lack of heterogeneous effects across dif-

ferent subgroups underscores that the null result penalty is applied broadly across the profession and is not

driven by, for instance, a set of inexperienced researchers with less influence in the publication process or by re-

searchers from a particular subfield of economics. These largely homogeneous treatment effects by respondent

characteristics also mitigate concerns about external validity.12

As shown in Figure 2, we also see a very similar belief in a null result penalty—both in terms of perceived

publishability and personal beliefs about quality and importance of the research studies—among researchers

with experience as editors of scientific journals and those who have never held an editorial position (Figure A.1

shows similar patterns for beliefs about others). This result is particularly noteworthy for two reasons. First,

journal editors observe a substantial number of editorial decisions and referee recommendations. Journal

editors should thus hold relatively accurate beliefs about the existence and the magnitude of a null result

penalty. Second, one of the main tasks of journal editors is to screen which papers to send out for peer review.

These decisions are many times based on the abstract and an initial reading of the introduction. As such,

our vignettes—which give respondents a summary of the key design elements as well as the main results—

arguably provide information at a level similar to what is used in many editorial screening decisions, resulting

in an especially high external validity of our results for editorial decision-making.13

Heterogeneity by vignette characteristics While we included a set of cross-randomized conditions primar-

ily to obfuscate the purpose of our study, the analysis of heterogeneous treatment effects of these cross-

randomized “obfuscation treatments” also provides valuable insights on the determinants of the null result

penalty. As shown in Panel B of Table 4, we find a similar null result penalty for field journals and for general

interest journals. We also do not observe heterogeneous treatment effects of the null results treatment when the

research team is composed of PhD students or when the researchers conducting the study are affiliated with a

lower-ranked university (as shown in Panels C and D of Table 4). This suggests that respondents believe that

the null result penalty is rather universal and not specific to particular types of research teams.

12We also see homogeneous effects across sub-groups in the mechanism experiment introduced in Section 4.3 (results available upon
request).

13A similar screening mechanism likely operates when evaluating papers for conference submissions or when choosing which job
market candidates to interview.
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Figure 2: Heterogeneity in treatment effects by respondent characteristic
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Note: This figure shows regression estimates in which beliefs about the percent chance of the study being published
(measured on a scale from 0 to 100) as well as personal beliefs about importance and quality of the study (both mea-
sured on a scale from 0 to 100) are regressed on the “null result treatment” indicator, separately for each sub-group
indicated in the figure. Citations are measured using Google Scholar data as of May 2022 and “low” and ‘high” refer to,
respectively, below or above median citations in our sample. “Editor” refers to whether the respondent ever has been
an editor of a scientific journal. “Top five” refers to whether the respondent has published a paper in any of the “top
5” economics journals. All regressions include controls for the other cross-randomized features at the vignette level as
well as respondent fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the respondent level. 95% confidence intervals are
indicated in the figure.
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Figure 3: Heterogeneity by field of specialisation
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Note: This figure shows regression estimates in which beliefs about the percent chance of the study being published
(measured on a scale from 0 to 100) as well as personal beliefs about importance and quality of the study (both measured
on a scale from 0 to 100) are regressed on the “null result treatment” indicator, separately for each sub-group indicated in
the figure. The regressions include controls for all cross-randomized features at the vignette level as well as respondent
fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the respondent level. 95% confidence intervals are indicated in the figure.
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Although our respondents do not think that the null result penalty interacts with any of the obfuscation

treatments, we still observe large and precisely estimated main effects of the obfuscation treatments on the

perceived publishability of the studies. Respondents indicate that they perceive studies to have a 12.2 per-

centage points higher probability of being published in field journals compared to general interest journals

(95% C.I. [9.5,15]; p < 0.001). Moreover, they expect studies authored by PhD students rather than professors

to have a 4.5 percentage points lower probability of being published (95% C.I. [-7.3,-1.8]; p < 0.001). Similarly,

they expect studies conducted by researchers affiliated with lower-ranked universities to have 4.0 percentage

points lower publication chances (95% C.I. [-6.7,-1.3]; p = 0.004). These results suggest that respondents read

the vignettes attentively.

3.4 Do p-values aggravate the null result penalty?

To test whether the presentation of results affects the penalty for studies with null results, we vary between

respondents whether the statistical uncertainty associated with the main effect is communicated in terms of

standard errors or p-values. Column 1 in Panel E of Table 4 shows that communicating the results in terms of

p-values rather than standard errors somewhat decreases the perceived publishability and strongly decreases

the perceived quality of research papers reporting main findings that are not significant.

The null result penalty on perceived publishability is 5.2 percentage points higher when results are pre-

sented in terms of p-values rather than standard errors (95% C.I. [-10,-0.4]; p = 0.032). This effect is robust

across a wide range of alternative specifications (as shown in Table A.1). Similarly, when the results are pre-

sented displaying p-values instead of standard errors, the negative effects of the null result treatment on both

first-order beliefs about quality and beliefs about others’ quality assessment are further increased by 29.6% of

a standard deviation (95% C.I. [-56.5,-2.8]; p = 0.03) and 28.6% of a standard deviation (95% C.I. [-56.4,-0.8];

p = 0.044), respectively.

Overall, this evidence suggests that individuals may rely on simple heuristics to evaluate research results,

consistent with cognitive constraints playing an important role (Benjamin et al., 2013).14

14Respondents in the p-value treatment do not learn about the standard error, but could in principle back out the standard error implied
by the coefficient estimate and the associated p-value. Yet, this calculation is likely too complex for our respondents, leading them to rely
on simple heuristics instead.
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Table 4: Heterogeneity by vignette characteristics

Publishability Quality (z-scored) Importance (z-scored)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Beliefs

in percent
First-order

beliefs
Second-order

beliefs
First-order

beliefs
Second-order

beliefs

Panel A: Expert forecast

Null result treatment -11.239*** -0.281** -0.506*** -0.351*** -0.432***
(1.913) (0.113) (0.112) (0.094) (0.085)

Null result ⇥ Low expert forecast -2.002 -0.168 0.128 0.032 0.065
(2.478) (0.161) (0.161) (0.120) (0.116)

Null result ⇥ High expert forecast -6.383** -0.104 0.009 0.048 -0.020
(2.646) (0.166) (0.154) (0.124) (0.126)

Low expert forecast -0.890 0.190* -0.015 -0.076 -0.042
(1.671) (0.108) (0.108) (0.092) (0.081)

High expert forecast 1.959 0.115 0.121 -0.049 -0.018
(1.800) (0.112) (0.099) (0.085) (0.088)

Panel B: Field journal

Null result treatment -14.571*** -0.366*** -0.446*** -0.343*** -0.418***
(1.465) (0.093) (0.086) (0.072) (0.075)

Null result ⇥ Field journal 1.025 -0.014 -0.027 0.036 0.003
(1.965) (0.129) (0.122) (0.101) (0.103)

Field journal 12.218*** 0.141 0.108 0.108 0.101
(1.397) (0.095) (0.089) (0.072) (0.069)

Panel C: PhD student

Null result treatment -14.945*** -0.291*** -0.358*** -0.300*** -0.362***
(1.491) (0.085) (0.082) (0.081) (0.081)

Null result ⇥ PhD student 1.745 -0.166 -0.206* -0.047 -0.104
(2.049) (0.117) (0.107) (0.102) (0.097)

PhD student -4.543*** -0.025 -0.042 0.066 0.019
(1.403) (0.091) (0.081) (0.071) (0.069)

Panel D: Low-ranked universiy

Null result treatment -14.320*** -0.381*** -0.474*** -0.317*** -0.408***
(1.480) (0.094) (0.093) (0.073) (0.076)

Null result ⇥ Low-ranked university 0.518 0.017 0.030 -0.014 -0.017
(1.985) (0.121) (0.124) (0.108) (0.105)

Low-ranked university -3.998*** -0.093 -0.230*** 0.007 -0.046
(1.371) (0.082) (0.077) (0.077) (0.072)

Panel E: P-value framing

Null result treatment -11.960*** -0.243** -0.302*** -0.366*** -0.405***
(1.736) (0.095) (0.101) (0.081) (0.095)

Null result ⇥ P-value framing -5.214** -0.296** -0.286** 0.140 0.088
(2.430) (0.136) (0.141) (0.124) (0.135)

P-value framing -2.824 0.022 -0.032 -0.066 -0.104
(2.091) (0.114) (0.118) (0.114) (0.120)

Observations 1,920 920 920 1,000 1,000
Respondents 480 230 230 250 250

Note: This table shows regression estimates of our treatment effects on our key outcomes of interest. The data set is at the vignette-respondent level and
contains four observations for each respondent. Each panel reports results from a separate set of pre-registered regressions (see equation 2). We include
respondent fixed effects in all regressions, except in Panel E (which we pre-registered) where the p-value framing only varies between respondents. All
regressions include treatment indicators for all other cross-randomized conditions in addition to vignette fixed effects. Each panel includes a separate
interaction of the null result treatment indicator with indicators related to the cross-randomized feature indicated by the panel’s header. “Null result treat-
ment” is a treatment indicator taking the value one if the vignette included a low treatment effect estimate (a null result) and zero if it included a high
treatment effect estimate. “Low expert forecast” and “High expert forecast” are treatment indicators taking the value one if the group of experts predicted,
respectively, a low or high treatment effect estimate (and zero otherwise). “Field journal” is a treatment indicator taking the value one if the vignette in-
cluded a field journal and zero if it included a general interest journal. “PhD student” is a treatment indicator taking the value one if the team behind the
vignette research study included PhD students and zero if it included professors. “Low-ranked university” is a treatment indicator taking the value one
if the team behind the vignette research study was affiliated with a lower-ranked university and zero if it was affiliated with a higher-ranked university.
“P-value framing” is a treatment indicator taking the value one if the vignette treatment effect had an associated p-value and zero if it had an associated
standard error estimate.

* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors clustered at the respondent level in parentheses.
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4 Mechanisms

4.1 A preference for publishing surprising findings?

The scarcity of available journal space necessitates the adoption of publication rules that maximize a chosen

social objective. While several social objectives are plausible, a key trade-off arises between the objective of

maximizing the policy impact of published studies and the goal of maintaining the validity of statistical infer-

ence about true effect sizes based on published studies. Frankel and Kasy (2022) provide a first formalisation

of policy relevance grounded in economic theory. In their framework, maximizing the policy impact of pub-

lished findings requires the publication process to favour research studies that are “surprising” relative to the

profession’s prior, while maintaining valid inference requires that the publication process does not condition

publication on the statistical significance of a study’s findings.

One could thus potentially rationalize the null result penalty if referees and editors mainly care about the

policy impact of published studies. If respondents expect such a preference to be common, the null result

penalty we document in the previous section should be more severe for null results that are predicted by

experts and attenuated for those null results that conflict with expert priors.

To test this conjecture, we examine heterogeneity by whether the experts predicted a large and significant

effect or a small and statistically non-significant effect. Panel A of Table 4 shows interaction effects between the

null result treatment and treatment indicators for being shown a high expert forecast or a low expert forecast.

As shown in column 1, respondents provided with a low expert forecast instead of no expert forecast do

not differentially update their beliefs about the publishability of the study in a statistically significant way

(95% C.I. [-6.9,2.9]; p = 0.42). In contrast, respondents in the null result treatment who receive the high expert

forecast instead of no expert forecast think the studies have a 6.4 percentage points lower chance of being

published (95% C.I. [-11.6,-1.2]; p = 0.016).15 In other words, the negative effect of obtaining a small and not

statistically significant result on perceived publication chances is even exacerbated when experts predict a

large and statistically significant effect, suggesting that the null result penalty is not driven by a desire to

reward surprising findings in the publication process.

15The two interaction effects are marginally significantly different from each other (p = 0.073).
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Our findings suggest that people perceive the publication process not to be perfectly in line with either of

the two objectives outlined above. First, the substantial perceived penalty against null results is at odds with

the objective of valid inference about true effect sizes based on published studies. Second, our participants

believe that “surprising” null results—i.e., null findings in contexts where experts predict a large treatment

effect—have lower publication prospects compared to unsurprising nulls. This is the opposite of what the

model by Frankel and Kasy (2022) on maximizing the policy impact of published findings would suggest.16

4.2 Learning about unobservables?

One explanation for the null result penalty is that researchers might draw negative inference about the quality

of studies with null results, thus lowering their perceived publication chances. In our vignettes, we fix beliefs

about several study characteristics, such as the sample size or the statistical precision. However, participants

might update about unobserved dimensions of quality, such as the quality of the experimental instructions,

the adherence to the experimental protocol, or the integrity of the statistical analyses.

One potential way to assess whether participants draw inference about unobservable study characteristics

is to look at heterogeneous effects of study features that affect the dispersion of priors about quality. In particu-

lar, it is plausible that respondents have more diffuse priors about the quality of research studies conducted by

researchers who are affiliated with lower-ranked institutions or those who have less research experience. The

Bayesian prediction would thus be that researchers should update more strongly about the quality of a study

if the authors are either affiliated with lower-ranked institutions or of lower seniority. We find that researchers

expect articles of PhD students and researchers from lower-ranked universities to be less likely to be published

even though they do not perceive any quality differences (column 1 and 2 in Panels C and D of Table 4). Yet,

as discussed in Section 3.3, we find only muted interaction effects between the null result treatment and an

indicator for vignettes in which the research team is composed of PhD students or is affiliated with a lower

ranked university on our main outcomes of interest (see column 1 of Table 4).17 The lack of heterogeneous

16We elicited beliefs about the status quo rather than normative beliefs. It is thus conceivable that our participants may think that the
publication process should maximize one of the two social objectives.

17Similarly, Table A.2 shows that we obtain virtually identical treatment effects when we restrict the sample to the subset of vignettes
that describe the study to be conducted by a research team with ex-ante plausibly higher research quality (a research team consisting of
professors from higher-ranked universities).
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treatment effects thus provides suggestive evidence against learning about unobservables playing a quantita-

tively important role, though naturally the heterogeneous effects are less precisely estimated compared to the

main effects.18

4.3 Perceived statistical precision

We conducted an additional pre-registered experiment to examine whether beliefs about the statistical pre-

cision of a study depend on whether the study yielded a large and statistically significant result or a small

and statistically non-significant result while holding constant information about the actual precision of the

estimate.

Sample In May 2022, we invited 509 graduate students and early career researchers in the field of economics

to participate in a 10-minute online survey. In total, 95 graduate students and early career researchers follow

our invitation and complete the survey, implying a response rate of 19%. These respondents are affiliated with

one of the following institutions: University of Oxford, Universitat Pompeu Fabra, University of Cologne,

University of Bonn, NHH Norwegian School of Economics, and the University of Zurich.

Design We examine whether researchers perceive studies with null results to be less precisely estimated,

even when they are provided with the standard error of the estimate. The design is identical to our main

experiment except for two differences. First, respondents are asked to rate the statistical precision of the main

result on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from (1) Very imprecisely estimated to (5) Very precisely estimated. This

measure of perceived statistical precision replaces the questions on perceived quality and importance of the

study from the main experiment. Second, respondents are shown all five vignettes.

Results Panel A of Table 5 presents treatment effects on our key outcomes of interest. First, as shown in col-

umn 1, we replicate our main finding that research studies with null results are perceived to be less publishable:

Respondents in the null result treatment think that the studies have a 19.8 percentage point lower probability of

being published (95% C.I. [-24.3,-15.2]; p < 0.001), corresponding to a 32.5% reduction in perceived publication

18A complementary way of examining this mechanism is to exploit exogenous variation in prior beliefs in a true causal relationship
in the context of the study described in a specific vignette. Section D of the Online Appendix provides an extended discussion of this
approach, including a formalisation of its requirements and an empirical test.
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chances. Second, column 2 provides support for the hypothesis that null results lead respondents to associate

the corresponding studies with lower statistical precision: Even though we keep the sample size and standard

errors constant across conditions, respondents in the null result treatment associate the research studies with

126.7% of a standard deviation lower statistical precision (95% C.I. [-155.2,-98.2]; p < 0.001).19

Table 5: Main results: Mechanism experiment on perceived precision

(1) (2)
Publishability (in percent) Precision (z-scored)

Panel A: Individual fixed effects

Null result treatment -19.755*** -1.267***
(2.269) (0.144)

Panel B: No individual FE

Null result treatment -18.134*** -1.086***
(2.605) (0.148)

Observations 475 475
Respondents 95 95

Note: The table shows regression estimates of our treatment effects on our key outcomes of interest from equation (1) using data from
the mechanism experiment (see Section 4.3). The data set is at the vignette-respondent level and contains five observations for each re-
spondent. “Null result treatment” is a treatment indicator taking the value one if the vignette included a low treatment effect estimate
(a null result) and zero if it included a high treatment effect estimate. The regressions in Panel A (Panel B) include (do not include)
respondent fixed effects. All regressions in both panels include treatment indicators for the cross-randomized conditions in addition
to vignette fixed effects.

* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors clustered at the respondent level in parentheses.

Is the null result penalty a bias? The evidence on the perceived statistical precision is inconsistent with

Bayesian explanations of learning about unobservables and suggests that at least some of the penalty may

be driven by a bias. Researchers’ beliefs about the precision of coefficient estimates are thus influenced by

the coefficient’s statistical significance, even though standard errors are identical. These findings suggest that

researchers may use simple heuristics to assess the statistical precision of estimates.

5 Robustness

This section provides additional tests to examine whether our treatment effects are robust to alternative ap-

proaches of analyzing the data.
19For ease of interpretation, we z-score the 5-point Likert scale outcome using the significant result treatment group mean and standard

deviation. Treatment effects are therefore reported in terms of standard deviations.
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Selection into the survey A potential concern related to our response rate of 3.4% could be that a potential

selection bias into the survey could make our results less externally valid. If anything, our sample appears

“positively selected” on observable markers of professional success (as shown in Table 1). Reassuringly, Panels

B and D of Table A.3 show that our results are robust to re-weighting our sample to match the marginal

distribution of four characteristics (gender, region, repeated top 5 referee dummy, and current editor dummy)

in the study population of researchers affiliated with a top 200 institution according to RePEc (as of March

2022), mitigating concerns about the external validity of our findings.20

Between versus within variation Our main design relies on within-person variation which raises potential

concerns. First, respondents might be more likely to guess the researchers’ hypothesis in the process of see-

ing multiple vignettes. Second, respondents’ attention and effort might be somewhat lower at the end of the

survey, inducing them to increasingly rely on heuristics in evaluating the research studies. To deal with these

concerns Table A.5 shows estimates if we restrict the sample to the first, randomly selected vignette presented

to each respondent. The table shows that we obtain quantitatively similar point estimates, indicating the ro-

bustness of our results. More broadly, treatment effects do not interact with the order of the vignette presented

(p = 0.660).

Statistical power The hypothetical research studies included in our experiments had the statistical power

to detect relatively precisely estimated effects. This means that the null results included in our study were

informative about the underlying effect sizes. In cases of underpowered studies with less precisely estimated

effect sizes, a null result paper might not only be punished in the publication system because referees associate

null result studies with lower quality but also because they are hesitant to publish studies with imprecisely

estimated effects. For studies with statistically significant effects, however, referees might put less attention on

the statistical precision of the estimates as long as the p-value is below the significance threshold. The vignettes

included in our experiment were all fairly highly powered, but some of the vignettes were more powered than

others. To examine whether our treatment effects are smaller for studies with higher statistical power, Panel

B of Table A.6 restricts the sample to the subset of vignettes with high levels of statistical power, while Panel

20Table A.4 presents summary statistics for the re-weighted data. Section B.3 contains details on the construction of weights.
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C shows the results for vignettes with less-powered research studies.21 We obtain quantitatively similar point

estimates for the subset of highly powered vignettes, suggesting that concerns about underpowered studies

that yield imprecise null effects are unlikely to explain our main results. This is more broadly consistent with

the finding that the null result penalty is fairly homogeneous across the vignettes (see Figure A.2).

Multiple hypothesis adjustment To examine the robustness of our results to multiple testing, we also report

adjusted p-values in Table A.7 based on our pre-specified specification (Romano and Wolf, 2005). Specifically,

we implement a conservative procedure in which we correct for all five outcomes (our main outcome on

perceived publishability and the four secondary beliefs on quality and importance of the study) as well as

seven hypothesis tests per outcome (the null indicator and six interaction effects).

Table A.7 underscores the robustness of our main treatment effects of this conservative adjustment for

multiple hypothesis testing. The heterogeneous treatment effects we document are also largely robust to the

multiple hypothesis adjustments. Specifically, the p-values of the interaction effects of receiving the high expert

forecast remain statistically significant after the adjustment. The interaction effect between the null result treat-

ment and the p-value interaction on the publishability outcome is also still marginally significant (p = 0.08 after

adjusting; p = 0.03 before adjusting). On quality perceptions, the effect on first-order beliefs is still marginally

significant (p = 0.07) while the effect on second-order beliefs is not statistically significant (p = 0.11). Results

remain similar in a fully interacted model with all treatment indicators included simultaneously in the regres-

sions (see Table A.8). In this specification, which was not pre-specified but has the advantage of being more

efficient (Tsiatis et al., 2008; Lin, 2013), almost all of our main results remain statistically significant at the 5%

level. The only exception is the interaction effect between the p-value indicator and the null result treatment

on the publishability outcome, which is no longer statistically significant at conventional levels in the fully

interacted model after adjusting for multiple hypothesis testing.

Match between researcher expertise and vignette One concern about the external validity of our study re-

lates to the match between the field of the study and the field of the evaluators. Given that our studies all

21The minimum detectable effect size at 80% statistical power for the vignettes on the marginal effects of merit aid for low-income
students, the financial literacy program, and the salience of poverty and patience is (below) 20% of a standard deviation, which is a
commonly accepted threshold across experimental fields.
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leverage methods from applied microeconomics, we restrict the sample to researchers working in empirical

microeconomics fields. These researchers have higher exposure to experimental work and are therefore also

likely in a better position to judge the statistical power of the research designs presented in our vignettes. The

estimates in Panel C of Table A.6 indicate that we also obtain similar point estimates for this sample. Similarly,

Table A.9 shows that our results are robust to restricting the sample to researchers who work in fields that are

covered by our vignettes.22

Effort and attention Finally, a potential concern is that respondents might exert little effort when evaluating

hypothetical research studies. First, we examine time spent on the survey and on different vignettes as a

proxy for respondents’ effort and attention. As shown in Table A.10, the median time spent on the overall

survey was 451 seconds, while respondents spent a median of 94 seconds on each vignette. We have relatively

few respondents speeding through the survey. For instance, only 33 respondents completed the survey in

under four minutes. Second, Table A.11 shows that respondents spent more time on vignettes with longer

instructions, such as those including expert forecasts. Third, Figure A.3 shows that vignette response times

are very similar across the p-value and standard error treatment arms, suggesting that this treatment variation

did not differentially affect respondents’ attention to the experimental instructions. Fourth, Table A.12 shows

that we obtain virtually identical and, if anything, slightly larger treatment effects on publishability when we

restrict the sample to respondents who spent more time on the survey. Taken together, this underscores that

most respondents spent a reasonable time carefully evaluating each vignette and that our results are not driven

by inattentive respondents.

As a final check to identify low-effort respondents, we examine what fraction of respondents always pro-

vide the same answer across vignettes. Consistent with high levels of effort only 1% of respondents always

provide the same response when asked about the publication chances, while only 2.1% of respondents provide

responses that differ by less than 5 percentage points across vignettes (the results are robust to excluding these

respondents).

22This robustness check also addresses the concern that researchers who are familiar with the research fields of our vignettes might have
recognized some of the original studies on which the vignettes are based and might have been able to infer the study’s main hypothesis
more easily in case they were randomly assigned to the null result treatment (which represented a deviation from the original studies
which all reported statistically significant findings).
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6 Conclusion

We show that research studies with small and not statistically significant effects are perceived to be less publish-

able, of lower quality, of lower importance, and less precisely estimated than studies with large and statistically

significant results, even when holding constant all other study features, including the statistical precision of

estimates. Small and not statistically significant effects are considered even less publishable when experts pre-

dict a large effect, suggesting that the null result penalty is not driven by a desire to reward surprising results in

the publication process. Communicating the statistical uncertainty of study results in terms of p-values rather

than standard errors further aggravates the null result penalty.

Our findings highlight the potential value of pre-results review in which the decision on publication is

taken before the empirical results are known (Bogdanoski et al., 2020; Kasy, 2021; Miguel, 2021; Camerer et al.,

2019). Our results also suggest that journals should provide referees with additional guidelines on the evalua-

tion of research by highlighting the informativeness and importance of null results (Abadie, 2020). Finally, one

practical implication of our study is that communicating statistical uncertainty of estimates in terms of stan-

dard errors rather than p-values might help to counteract negative updating about the quality of null result

studies.

While our paper documents a clear penalty against null results, it is important to emphasize that our design

keeps the standard error of the estimates constant, implying equal power across treatments. In the real world,

some studies might yield null results because of research designs with low statistical power, leading to point

estimates with large confidence intervals that are not very informative about whether there is an underlying

effect or not. In such cases, it is more appropriate to talk about a penalty for noisy estimates rather than a bias

against null results. Future work should investigate the extent to which studies with low statistical precision

are discounted in the publication process and how this depends on whether they yielded a null result. Future

work should also examine whether the p-value framing leads to a large and robust decrease in perceptions

of quality because the p-value is a simple heuristic to judge the quality of a study or whether there are other

behavioural explanations behind this anomaly.
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Improving our understanding of how the design of the publication process affects the magnitude of the

null result penalty is important as a widespread belief in such a penalty likely has direct implications for re-

searchers’ incentives and therefore the production of scientific research (Glaeser, 2006). Both first-order beliefs

and higher-order beliefs in a null result penalty may affect which projects researchers pursue and whether

they opt to move projects to the file drawer or submit their findings for publication. Moreover, a null result

penalty could also negatively impact projects prior to the publication process. For instance, projects with null

results might have more difficulty attracting research funding or getting accepted at scientific conferences. A

null result penalty could thus have a negative compounding effect by raising the bar for null result studies

prior to the peer review process. Future research could thus examine how beliefs about the null result penalty

shape researcher decisions in different contexts and whether interventions shifting the perceived value or pub-

lication chances of studies with null results can change the production decisions of scientists. Future research

could also examine the robustness of the null result penalty across different contexts. Our vignettes, which

gave respondents a short summary of the study, should have a comparatively high external validity for initial

screening decisions, such as when an editor decides on whether to send out a paper for review. However,

given the lack of incentives in our experiment as well as the relatively short time to evaluate each study, our

results might be less informative about outcomes at later stages in the publication process, such as referee

recommendations.
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